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1. INTRODUCTION 
A Lucas fundamental sequence {w„}*=0 is a nondegenerate binary recurrence sequence with 
initial conditions u0 = l, ux- P which satisfies the homogeneous second-order linear recurrence 
relation 
(1.1) Un = PUn-l-Qun-2>- ^ 2> 
where P and Q are integers [12]. 
If the associated auxiliary equation 
(1.2) x2-Px + Q = 0 
has roots a, /?, then 
(1.3) •u„ = (crl-/r1)/(a-fi). 
The Fibonacci, Mersenne, and Fermat numbers are all types of Lucas numbers. Their prop-
erties were studied extensively by Carmichael [5]. 
Many authors have generalized aspects of them by various alterations to the characteristic 
equations. Some of these may be found in Dickinson [6], Feinberg [7], Harris & Styles [8], 
Horadam [10], Miles [14], Raab [15], Williams [19], and Zeitlin [20]. Atanassov et al. [1] have 
coupled the recurrence relations in their generalizations. 
Lehmer [11] generalized the results of Lucas on the divisibility properties of Lucas numbers 
to numbers 
Uan-Pn)l(a-P), forn odd 
(14) £ =\ 
n [{an-[5n)l{a2-l32), for n even. 
It is a generalization of these numbers that we wish to consider in this paper. It is of interest 
to note in passing that McDaniel has also recently studied analogies between the Lucas and 
Lehmer sequences [13]. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Following Carlitz [4], we define 
(2.1) f?)=(ank+k-pnk+k)/(ak-pk) 
and 
(2.2) g(nr) =(a"+k-{3n+k)/(ak-]3k) 
which are not necessarily integers, where k = r-l, and a and /? are the roots of (1.2) as before. 
For example, 
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so that these numbers are generalizations of the Lucas numbers. They are also generalizations of 
the Lehmer numbers if we let 
(2.3) £ = ) Jn-l> Us, 
for n odd, 
for n even, 
Carlitz [4] first defined the /w(r) in another context and proved that 
where 
A - t n-s (f,5 = 0,l,...w) 
is a matrix of order n + 1. 
Examples of /„(r) and gnr) now follow. When P = -Q=l and r = 2, 3, 4, in turn, we have: 
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17 ... 
It can be seen from this table and the recurrence relations that other properties for these 
sequences could be developed by treating them as cases of Horadam's Pyk_l+P2yk_2 = vk.{wn} 
[10]. 
3. RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
We also need the Lucas primordial sequence {v„}^=0 defined by the recurrence relation (1.1) 
with initial terms v0 = 2 and vx = P, so that the general term is given by 
(3.1) 
We can show that 
(3.2) 
and 
vw = o"+/ r . 
fir) _ f{r) _ Qr-\ Mr) 
Jn+1 ~ vr-\Jn Sd, Jn-l 
(3-3) g^ = vlgj,r)-Qgi% 
The latter is the same as (1.1) when v = 2 since vx = P. 
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Proof of (3.2): 
Vr-jP-QTWl = ((«* +Pk)(a"k+k -P"k+k)-{aP)k(a"k -/?"k))/(ak -f) 
= (a"k+2k -Pnk+lk+(ap)k{ank -pnk)-(ap)k(a"k -pnk))/(ak ~pk) 
= (a"k+2k-p"k+2k)/(ak-pk) 
= /J+i, as required. 
Proofof(3.3): 
^ - Qg% = ((« + P)(a"+k -Pn+k) - {aP){a"+k-l-p"+k-l))l{ak ~pk) 
= (a"+k+1 - p"+k+l + (ap){an+k-1 - pn+k~1)- (aP)(an+k-1 - pn+k-1))/(ak - pk) 
= (a"+k+1-pn+k+l)/(ak-pk) 
= g£i> as required. 
Thus, the ordinary generating functions will be given (formally) by 
(3-4) i / , ( , V = l / ( l -v^ 1 x + G-1x2), 
w=0 
and 
(3.5) I*Sr)*" = i-e| ( (,. \ \ "r-3 
VMr-2 J 
/(l-v^ + Qx2). 
Proofof(3.4): 
(l-v^x + Q^x^f^x^f^^-f^v^x [by (3.2)] 
n=0 
(~2k r,2k 
= 1 + 
= 1. 
ak-pk (a
K+pK) x [by (2.1)] 
Proofof(3.5): 
(l-v1x + £x2)]>><'V = & +(gp-g0-\)x 
n=0 
= 1 + v+i-i*+i ak-pk (a+P)\x 
= 1 - 2 uk-2 \x, as required. 
The g^ are related to the /„(r) by 
(3-6) gti=tf\ 
and to the Lucas primordial numbers vn by 
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(3-7) V„=P&i~QVr-2gi%-l 
and 
(3-8) v„=g£-k/gi%-
Proof of (3.7): 
Pgir)-Qvr-2gt\ = {(a+P)(a"+k -rk)-{aP)(ak-X +Pk~l){a" -P"))/(ak -fik) 
= (a"+k+1 - p"+k+1 + ak/3"+1 - a"+1pk )/(ak - pk) 
= (a"+l(ak -pk)+p"+\ak -pk))/(ak - pk) 
= vn+1, as required. 
Proofof(3.8): 
g^kvn={a"-p"){an+p")l{ak-pk) 
= (a2"-p2")/(ak-pk) 
= gin-k, as required. 
4. GENERALIZATIONS OF BARAKAT'S RESULTS 
As an analog of Simson's relation, we have 
igVf-g^ugV^Q"-
Proof: The numerator of the left-hand side reduces to 
(ap)"a2k+(ap)"plk-2(ap)"(aP)k=(aP)"(ak-plc)2 
= Q"(ak-/?)2 
which is Qn times the denominator of the left-hand side. 
WhenP = -Q9 we are able to relate the /„(r) to the ordinary Lucas fundamental numbers, un, 
by means of a generalization of a result of Barakat [2] for the ordinary Lucas fundamental 
numbers. Barakat proved 
«* = I {n~mYlm(-Q) 
0<2m<n v m J 
5- f " w m V - m w h e n P = - e . 
0<2m<n 
We define 
xn = u„/P = (a"+1-/r+1)/(<f-f?), 
and, for notational convenience, set yn - xn+l. Thus, from Simson's relation, which can be 
expressed as u\ - uk_^uk+l - (-P)k, we have 
(4-2) W i - W ^ ( - ^ ~ 2 . 
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Proof: If we divide the left-hand side of Simson's relation by P2, we get 
from which the result follows. 
A variation of equation (3.7) is then 
(4-3) ^ - i + ^ - 3 = vt . 
Proof: The numerator of the left-hand side is 
( a + 0 ( « * + 1 - ^ ) + (-ap)(a+P)(c?-x -/f~l) 
= a**2 -/?+2 - af?+1 + ct+xp- ak+1J3+ c??-<//? + a/?+l 
- vk • (a1 -ff) which gives the result (4.3). 
We Eire now in a position to assert a property which relates these generalized Fibonacci num-
bers to ordinary Fibonacci numbers and at the same time gives an iterative formula for the general 
term. This formula generalizes Barakat [2] and Shannon [16]. 
0<m+s<n^ ^ . ' 
Proof: 
OO 
] T / „ ( r V = (l-v.z + i-Pfz2)-1 [from (3.4)] 
= ( l - ( 6 l - 3 + ^ - . > + W ^ 2 ) " ' [from (4.3)] 
= (l-(P2xk_2 +Pyk-l)z + P3(xk_2yk_1 -xk_iyk_2)z2yl [from (4.2)] 
= ((l-Y'x^zXl-Py^-P'x^y^z2)-1 
= £ (1 - P\_2zy-\1 - Py^zr-'x^yUP^z2 
s=0 
°o / . \ 
\-s-l„s ^rn , .s rt?>s+2m2s+m 
s )Ki-ryk-\z. 
-)S+2m m+s 
s JU ~ ryk_lZ) xk_lxk_2yk_2Jr 
w=0 ,s=0v 
= £ %m+ss\l- py^ys-xxu*m^yup^lmz 
m=0 S=Q t=0 v y v y 
V V [fn\(n~m\s m-s n-m-s s pn+m n 2L Z^ I 5 II S )Xk-lXk-2yk-l Jk-2r Z 
1*1=0 ( K W - I - K H V / V / 
ps+2m+t m+s+t 
n=0 0<m+s<n 
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So by equating coefficients of zn we find 
..2s „.m-s„Mn—m—s ryn+m , ( r ) = y (m\(n-myk-\uk-2uk F 
Jn JL-d I $ JI $ J -ps+m-s+n-m-s+s 
0<m+s<ny y v / r 
= Z (™)(n-m}n«t-l<m-SPm, as required. 
0<w+5<« 
For example, when r = 2 (and so k = 1), since / _ ^ = 0, 
/«(2)= i (n-mmy-imP" 
0<2/w<« 
0<2m<nv ' 
which agrees with the result due to Barakat above. Note that Bruckman [3] has provided a neater 
proof for (4.3) in the case when P = 1. 
5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
Other properties can be readily developed to relate the /„( r ) and g^ to other parts of the 
recurrence relation theory. For instance, we can prove that 
(5.i) {"}n^<+4 
where {j} is the analogue of the binomial coefficient used extensively in recurrence relation work 
(for example, Horadam [9]), and defined by 
{-} fl\ _ UnUn-l"Mn-j-\ 
Proof: 
ft}-1, 
J) u0ul...uj_l 
a"+1 -pn+l)(a" -j3")--(a"-J+2 -p"->+1) 
(a-/3)(a2-p2)-(aJ-/3J) 
= gP&.~rf&% [by (2.2)] 
- l\.8n-2i+4-
1=2 
As another instance, consider 
(5.2) /ir) =£*"((«/£)*). W+l 
where xn represents the rfi* reduced Fermatian of index x as mentioned by Whitney [18] and 
utilized by Shannon [17]. It is defined formally by xn = 1 + x + x2 + • • • + xn~l. 
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Proof of (5.2): 
( fr k^ •/ . . u\»\ 
a + • 
/7 \*Y a x 
v ^ 
= ^ ((a^)*L-
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